TREND REPORT:
FASHION MONTH

A/W 2018

With the onset of a new season came unforgettable collections, theatrical
runways, and an arena for political sentiments to flourish. The most
memorable moments included Dolce & Gabbana’s runway drones,
Queen Elizabeth and Anna Wintour front row at Richard Quinn’s show,
and Gucci’s decapitated head accessories. The most noteworthy themes
surrounded #MeToo, gender fluidity, and inclusivity.
We recapped the top trends and brands during New York, London, Milan,
and Paris on our blog, but which catwalk looks will translate to sidewalk
commercialization for your customer? As recapped in previous fashion
months, themes like Menswear, Space, and 80’s Throwbacks continue to
have staying power on the runways while also taking off to commercial
scale. Trends within Dominatrix and Modesty were new this season, and
we will continue to monitor their movement from runway to real way.
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NOSTALGIA
Nostalgia reigned supreme this fashion month, making an appearance at all the top shows including Marc Jacobs,
Alberta Ferretti, and Balmain. We first identified the ‘80’s and ‘90’s rebirth in our 2017 Trend Forecast, but this season
brought about all the hallmarks from each era, from bold shoulders and PVC pants to logos and long lost hair
accessories.

playful
pants
Long gone are the days where skin
tight pants and stretchy jeggings ruled
the runways, loose fitting pants with
wider silhouettes are experiencing
a revitalization. Styles with ‘80’s flare
especially were seen in myriad collections.
Key silhouettes on the runway included
paperbag pants, PVC pants, and pleated
pants.

Trendalytics users, check out these related trends: paper bag trousers, cropped wide leg pants, & high waisted
wide leg pants

shoulder
to shoulder
Client Exclusive

Trendalytics users, check out these related trends: puff sleeve, ruffle sleeve & shoulder pads

Shoulder details of all shapes and sizes
permeated the A/W ‘18 catwalk. Puff
sleeves, ruffles, and bold shoulders were
the most popular embellishments. Just as
we predicted in our Spring 2018 Fashion
Month Report, shoulder pads came back
in blazers and women’s suits this season.
Compared to the same time frame last
year, oversized blazers have increased in
search growth, with online searches up
90%. Social actions are 329x higher this
fashion month.

logomania
Client Exclusive

Trendalytics users, check out these related trends: logo t-shirt, logo sneakers, & graphic hoodie

This past year we have seen a
huge surge in logos in apparel and
accessories. Top designer houses like
Versace, Armani, and Dolce & Gabbana
recently introduced their own spin on
this beloved ‘90’s trend.
Logo hoodies are beginning to pick
up momentum in the market, with an
AUR of $240 and a healthy full price
percentage of 74%. This indicates
opportunity for specialty and mass
market retailers to assort into this
trend at undersaturated price points.

BOLD COLORS
Designers are going vibrant and valorous with their color palettes this season. In tandem with their eye catching
ensembles, bold color statements permeated the catwalk.

cobalt
blue

Long gone are the days of sky blue and
periwinkle hues. This month made it
apparent that bold and saturated shades
of cobalt are all the rage.
We anticipate this color to play a big role
across dress and jacket assortments this
Fall.

Trendalytics users, check out these looks from designers: Marni, Balmain, & Maison Margiela

mustard
yellow
Designers moved away from the bright
yellow hues from Spring 2018 and
debuted mustard and gold tones. These
beautiful looks were seen across dresses,
jackets, and blouses.

Client Exclusive

Top houses who incorporated this color
into their collections include Valentino,
Adeam, and Marc Jacobs.

Trendalytics users, check out these looks from designers: Ulla Johnson, Peter Pilotto, & Jasper Conran

ravishing
red
Social actions for red pants are 23%
higher for Fashion Month this year vs last
year.
54% of red pants in the market are
priced $100 and higher, alluding to the
white space opportunity for mass market
and off price retailers to assort into.

Client Exclusive

Trendalytics users, check out these looks from designers: Gucci, MSGM, Milly, & Each x Other

BOLD COLORS (cont.)

ultra
violet

66% of purple jackets across the
marketplace are selling at full price, with
an AUR of $420, indicating opportunity
to assort into the trend at lower price
points.
Keep an eye out for multiple hues of this
color including purple, lilac, and lavender.

Trendalytics users, check out these looks from designers: Marc Jacobs, Annakiki, Alberta Ferretti, & Moschino

silver
lining
The presence of metallics and silver
hues in the marketplace has permeated
across fast fashion retailers and luxury
brands alike. Jimmy Choo, Alexander
McQueen, and Asos are some of the
brands with the most products online.

Client Exclusive

Searches for silver clutch bag are up 28%
to last year with 100% of the assortment
selling at full price.

Trendalytics users, check out these looks from designers: Erdem, Balmain, Philipp Plein, & Huishan Zhang

chasing
rainbows
In conjunction with the current political
and social movements, multicolor and
rainbow were big color schemes. The
Rainbow Collection by Burberry was
created as part of an initiative to support
charities that aid the LGBTQ community.

Client Exclusive

We’ve identified all things rainbow as a
trend to monitor across apparel, shoes,
and accessories.

Trendalytics users, check out these looks from designers: Burberry & Ashish.

FUTURISTIC
Metallic, glitter, and interstellar dominated the runways, but unlike past seasons, this trend incorporated elements
of space and sci-fi themes. We reported Space/Exploration and Sequins/Metallics as being big for the Spring 2018
season. For the Fall 2018 season, we’re seeing these trends merge to give an overall sense of otherworldliness.

sequins
Moschino, Dolce & Gabbana, Giorgio
Armani, Rodarte, Givenchy, and Balmain
all sent sequins down the runway, with
Prada bedazzling model’s cat eyes with
swarovski jewels. Searches for sequins are
up 12% to last year, with sequin dress and
sequin skirt up 17% and 35%, respectively.
While sequin skirt may be growing faster,
it’s important to note that sequin dress
has 5x the search volume of sequin skirt.
We are also seeing a surge in searches for
sequin accessories, with sequin booties up
93%, and sequin earrings up 148%.

Trendalytics users, check out these looks from designers: Giorgio Armani, Rodarte, Givenchy, Balmain, & Saint Laurent

shine
Client Exclusive

We noted the importance of metallics
in our 2017 Fashion Trend Forecast,
citing metallics in beauty and RTW,
notably metallic midi skirts. For 2018,
we’re seeing the trend continue, moving
prominently into full-body metallic looks
and accessories. Metallic boots, which
combines two trends for 2018, kneehigh boots and metallics, are up 28% to
last year. Metallics remain a prominent
trend in the beauty space as well, with
metallic eyeliner up 51% to last year’s
fashion month.

Trendalytics users, check out these looks from designers: Chanel, MM6, Miu Miu, & Givenchy

glitter
Client Exclusive

Trendalytics users, check out these looks from designers: Preen, Giambattista Valli, & Juicy Couture

Glitter has the highest search volume
of all sequin, sparkle, and shimmer
terms, with 4x more than sequins and
sparkle. Glitter boots and glitter booties
are up 49% and 89%, respectively, in
search growth to last year’s fashion
month. Glitter makeup is also on the
rise, from glitter hair to glitter face
makeup. Glitter highlighter is up 30%
to last year, and glitter mask up 440%.
There is opportunity to expand glitter
mask assortment at different pricing
segments, as the current market
assortment falls within $50-$100
segment.

PRINTS
From snakeskin booties and leopard tops to whimsical polka dots and plaid pants, prints of all sorts commanded the
catwalk. A maximalist point of view has overtaken designers like Michael Kors, Christian Dior, and Emilio Pucci. We
predict continued momentum and creativity surrounding this trend from luxury to mass.

animal
prints
Animal prints this season resurfaced
brighter and bolder than ever. Designers
such as Tom Ford, Adam Selman, and
Ashish debuted animal prints with pops
of lime green, yellow, and pink, paired
with sequins and faux fur.
Searches for snakeskin booties are up
52% to last year, with an AUR of $519,
and top brands such as Isabel Marant,
Proenza Schouler,and Gucci already
carrying this fierce style.

Trendalytics users, check out these related trends: snakeskin boots, leopard top, leopard jacket, & leopard sneakers.

pattern
mixing
Why wear one print when you can
wear three? Fall ‘18 is all about making
a statement, where florals paired with
plaid topped with leopard print is the
new norm.

Client Exclusive

Key Milan Fashion Week designers who
featured these contrasting looks include
Etro, Versace, and Antonio Marras.

Trendalytics users check out these looks from designers: Dolce & Gabbana, Halpern, & Natasha Zinko.

check
mate
The newest looks surrounding the plaid
trend incorporated enlarged prints and
bold colors. Designers’ favorite way
of encompassing the check into their
assortments was with pants and blazers.
Plaid blazers are quickly gaining
momentum in the market, with
searches up 83% to last year and 77%
of assortments selling at full price. This
indicates opportunity for the mass
market to assort into this trend at
undersaturated price points.

Client Exclusive

Trendalytics users, check out these related trends: plaid pants, buffalo plaid, glen plaid, & plaid dress.

MENSWEAR SUITING
We first saw signs of the Women’s Empowerment movement in our 2017 Trend Forecast, but the 2018 runways proved
that women are Here. To. Stay. As movements like #MeToo and #TimesUp fight for womens’ equal rights and equal
pay, this season’s menswear-inspired looks reflected the strong businesswoman ready to take on any challenge thrown
her way -- and not letting anything stop her from shattering the glass ceiling.

power
suiting
Could the pantsuit be the new jumpsuit?
Searches for womens suit are up 20%
to last year, with almost 80,000 weekly
searches. We identified this trend on the
Spring 18 runways back in October 2017,
when there were only 50,000 weekly
searches for the same term.
While pantsuits continue to grow in
popularity from prior seasons, keep an
eye out for the emergence of the skirt
suit in the market.

Trendalytics users, check out these looks from designers: 3.1 Phillip Lim, Dion Lee, Dior, & Celine

pencil
her in
Client Exclusive

Trendalytics users, check out these related trends: slit pencil skirt, leather pencil skirt, & high waisted pencil skirt

Designers such as Trussardi, Kenzo, and
Max Mara elevated pencil skirt looks
with versions in leather, silk, and chiffon,
and topped off with embroidery, fringe,
and high slits.
Searches for silk pencil skirt are starting
to grow, and luxury designers including
Oscar de la Renta, Lanvin, and Gucci
are already selling this sexy style. With
an AUR of $263, there’s opportunity for
brands to assort into the trend at lower
price points.

trail
blazers
Client Exclusive

Trendalytics users, check out these related trends: oversized blazer, checked blazer, & double breasted blazer in the
TrendPulse set Outerwear - Jackets and Vests: Blazers.

Blazers are nothing new to the runways,
but this season designers incorporated
architectural details, belts, and stripes to
spice up the otherwise basic silhouette.
We predict continued growth and
commercialization in this category
across all brands, from luxury to mass.
Searches for belted blazer are up
125% to last year and social posts from
fashion month featuring the trend have
207x more social actions than posts
from last year’s shows.

DOMINATRIX
The Women’s Empowerment movement isn’t just about fighting for change; it’s evolved into women taking charge.
Refusing to be bound down by social constraints and expectations, the modern woman is ready to break free and take
control. She won’t be dominated - she’ll be dominating.

vinyl
vixen

PVC, vinyl, and high shine leather were
key fabrications featured during fashion
month. Many designers, such as Brognano,
Christian Siriano, and Gareth Pugh, opted
for all black ensembles in true dominatrix
form.
Searches for vinyl trench coat are up
154% to last year and with an AUR of
$1,329, there’s opportunity for brands
to assort into the trend at lower price
points.

Trendalytics users, check out these related trends: vinyl pants, PVC dress, PVC boots, & leather skirt

tied up
Bondage became a popular theme on
the runways, with ties and straps on
belts and corsets abound.
There are almost 2x the number of
searches for buckle belt than leather
belt. Search growth for double buckle
belt outpaces other belt terms by 20%.

Client Exclusive

We identified corset belts as a key trend
for 2017, but demand has started to
decline. We will continue to monitor this
evolution from runway to reality.

Trendalytics users, check out these looks from designers: Christopher Kane, Alexander McQueen, Louis Vuitton, &
Dolce & Gabbana

dominating
accessories
Models sashayed down the runways in
spy-approved accessories, including long
gloves and skinny sunglasses.
Searches for driver gloves are up 32% to
last year Searches for tiny sunglasses are
up 397%, and they’re a favorite among
the streetstyle set. We don’t see this
trend stopping anytime soon.

Client Exclusive

Trendalytics users, check out these looks from designers: Alexander Wang, Max Mara, Off-White, & Marc Jacobs

ULTRA LUXE
Luxe fabrics and playful embellishments like satin, ruffles, fringe, and furs dominated. Designers like Dolce &
Gabbana, Oscar de la Renta, Erdem, Simone Rocha, Gucci, Fendi, and Isabel Marant all embraced the trend.
While much of fashion month focused on more structured, oversized, male silhouettes, this trend embraces traditional
femininity and all that is playful, whimsical, ultra-glam, and ultra-lady-like. Ultra Luxe is a welcome to those ladies
who not only lunch, but power lunch in the most feminine of styles.

ruffle
me pretty
Ruffles were one of the most prominent
trends across all fashion weeks, from
Dolce & Gabbana, Simone Rocha, and
Erdem, to the student designers of
Central St Martins. Leading silhouettes
were dresses, with coats and tops also
showing prominently on the runways.
Compared to the same timeframe last
year, searches for ruffle maxi dress are up
92%, with social actions up 1.3x.

Trendalytics users, check out these related trends: ruffle hem, ruffle skirt, & ruffled sleeve

fringe
Client Exclusive

Trendalytics users, check out these looks from designers: Dolce & Gabbana, Philosophy di Alberta Ferreti, Givenchy,
Isabel Marant, Dior, Versace, & Marchesa

While we predicted the rise of fringe for
Spring 2018, the trend veers feminine
and ultra-glam for Fall 18, contradicting
the style’s roots as a gruff western
stand-by. Searches for fringe jacket are
up 13% this fashion month compared
to last year, with 75% of current product
assortment priced over $100, and an
AUR of $583. Searches for fringe dress
are up 17%, with a current AUR of
$586, and 70% of the current product
assortment is priced over $100. There
is opportunity for both of these trends
to move to the mass market at a lower
price point.

furs

Client Exclusive

Trendalytics users, check out these related trends: fur coat, faux fur jacket, & faux fur

This fashion month we saw the reemergence of the luxe fur coat in
London and Milan with Peter Pilotto,
Philosophy di Lorenzo Serafini, Max
Mara, Giorgio Armani, Fendi, and Gucci,
and colored fur and teddy coats in Paris
via Christian Dior, Rochas, Proenza
Schouler. Fur collar, fur cuffs, and fur
throws also made appearances this
season.
Searches for faux fur coat are up 55%
compared to last year, with social
actions up 2x. The teddy coat is up
517% with social actions up 11x and
60% of the current product assortment
selling at full price.

WINTER APOCALYPSE
In preparation for the onslaught of winter storms, designers sent models down the runway in warm, layered, and
practical outfits. The climate change crisis has become a global conversation, and the fashion world made clear that
it’s prepared for what lies ahead.

bundle
up

The importance of layering is rule
#1 for those trying to survive the
long winter months. But this season’s
designers, including Balenciaga, Calvin
Klein, Prada, and Tory Burch, made a case
for piling on the puffers. We predicted
the continued relevancy of puffers last
year, and it looks like the wind isn’t
blowing this trend away anytime soon.
Layering was also a trend across jewelry,
with necklaces featured with fringe
embellishments and pops of color.

Trendalytics users, check out these related trends: puffer jacket, cropped puffer jacket, layered sweater, & layered
necklace

hygge

In 2017 we said “sleep is the new
wellness.” This month’s fashion shows
echoed the concept of Hygge, the
Danish term for coziness, with pajama
dressing, cable knits, and blanket scarves.

Client Exclusive

Searches for blanket scarf are more than
2x the number of searches for cashmere
scarf.

Trendalytics users, check out these related trends: wrap scarf, chunky scarf, & cable knit sweater

pocket
watch

Who needs a purse when you have
(multiple) pockets? Functional pockets
adorned shirts, skirts, and jackets, and
alluded to a cargo pant comeback.

Client Exclusive

Searches for cargo pants are up 12% to
last year, and social posts during this year’s
fashion month timeframe have 6x more
social actions than posts during last year’s
shows.

Trendalytics users, check out these looks from designers: Y/Project, Moschino, Emilio Pucci, Aigner, & DSquared2

MODESTY
This season marked the second official year of modest fashion week, hosted in London with modest fashion designers
showing collections from all over the world. Modesty as an overall trend permeated the regular catwalks as well,
along with the micro prairie trend, both featuring longer hemlines, higher necklines, and head coverings such as
scarves and hats. Chanel, Marni, Pringle of Scotland, Versace, Max Mara, Gucci, and many others all sent modest
styles down the runway.

turtlenecks
We saw turtlenecks everywhere this
fashion month, primarily shown in
different prints, colors, and layered under
printed dresses, blazers, or short jackets.
Searches for turtlenecks are up 19% to
last year. With an AUR of $254, and 63%
of product assortment priced above
$100, there is clear opportunity to offer
this style at a lower price point for the
mass market.

Trendalytics users, check out these looks from designers: Giambattista Valli, Jason Wu, Prabal Gurung, MM6, & Chanel

hemlines
Client Exclusive

Trendalytics users, check out these looks from designers: APC, Giambattista Valli, Emilia Wickstead, Dior, & Gucci

Designers went after longer hemlines
in midi and maxi lengths. Searches for
leather midi skirt are up 23% to last
year and floral maxi dress searches are
up 21%. With a full price percentage
of 60% and an AUR of $312, there
is opportunity in the mass and
contemporary markets.
Searches for midi dress are up 20% with
search volume growth outpacing social
posts, indicating this trend is about to
hit the mass market. With an AUR of
$373 and 55% of product assortment
priced above $100, there is opportunity
at lower price points.

covering
up
Client Exclusive

Trendalytics users, check out these looks from designers: Max Mara, Gucci, Marni, Chanel, Versace, Preen, & Toga

Hair accessories and head covers were
prominent this season, designers like
Max Mara and Gucci showed head
covers in their collections. Head scarf
is up 9% compared to last year, with
75% of the current product assortment
selling at full price, indicating a healthy
trend. Key colors currently in the
market are pink, blue, and black.

RISING BRANDS & DESIGNERS
As an increasing number of established designers move their shows to mainland Europe, young talent is emerging in
both New York and London, with younger brands garnering influencer attention, notably Ashley Williams, having
higher social actions per post than 42% of the top luxury designers, indicating the brand’s posts resonate with
audiences more so than some luxury designers

Top 10 Rising Global Brands by Influencer Social Buzz

Top names in terms of growth by
influencer posts versus last Fall include
Sies Marjan (2x), Richard Quinn (21x),
and Saks Potts (2x). These brands have
shown considerable growth in their post
engagement and social buzz, indicating
Influencers are taking notice and posting
about these up-and-coming brands.
Richard Quinn is up 20x in social
actions to Fall 2017, and up 1.2x to all
Fall 2017 emerging designer social buzz,
combined. This is no doubt in part due
to the Queen of England attending
Quinn’s show and awarding him with
the first ever Queen Elizabeth II Award
for British Design, likely also contributing
to his incredible 1,097% increase in post
engagement compared to the previous
month. This is one designer to keep an
eye on for future seasons.

Top Luxury Brands
Brand vs. Influencer Social Actions during Fashion Month 2018
This fashion month saw
influencer posts outpace
official brand posts, with
top influencers driving 3
to 4x more engagement
than the official brand
handles for Dior, Chanel,
and Burberry.

FURTHER INSIGHTS
Trendalytics continually tracks billions of data points to pinpoint patterns across influencer social buzz, online searches, and
SKU data. This information is leveraged to provide strategic insights and actionable intelligence for product innovation,
sales, marketing, and merchandising. The dynamic nature of this data allows Trendalytics to not only surface rising
trends, but also evaluate when a trend is declining or oversaturated in the market. If you would like more information on
this report or other tips from Trendalytics, contact your designated digital strategist.

Fashion Month KPIs
1. Which brands and styles had high online search volume during fashion month? Are searches increasing or has growth slowed?
2. What are industry influencers saying about these trends and designers?
3. Which brands are getting the most engagement during fashion week? Are social actions still rising after fashion month?
4. Are runway trends oversaturated in the market? What is the full-price vs. discount penetration?

Clients can contact their Trendalytics Digital Strategist for
further insights and strategies to analyze plus size trends,
brands, and influencers.

MARRYING THE ART AND SCIENCE OF COMMERCE
For more information visit trendalytics.co

